
CLAY AT HOME

BOARD OR TEATOWEL

WATER

WORKSPACE

DAMP TEA TOWEL

TOOLS

COMPUTER

get ready for fun!

Is it all going wrong?  
Don’t forget to check our  
“I stuffed it” cheat sheet for 
common problem.

Clay is mud, and mud is, well, 
muddy. Work in an easy to clean 
space, and give yourself some 
room. The kitchen table is ideal. 

Keep your clay covered 
to stop it drying out 
when you’re working on 
something else. It’s also 
useful to clean off your 
hands every now and then.

Anything is a tool! You’re a 
tool, I’m a tool. Wait...  
Seriously, hunt around 
your house and garden for 
anything with interesting 
textures or patterns.
Kitchen utensils to shape 
your clay
Leaves and flowers to press 
in textures
Jewellery with textures
Lace or textured fabric
Bottle tops for shapes
Cue tips for blending
Old credit cards for 
smoothing
Sponges for finishing

Trust us, clay in your keyboard is not 
good. Before you do anything, cling-wrap 
your keyboard (make sure you leave fan 
vents open if you’ve a laptop). 
This way you can still ask questions in 
the webinar without sticky keys. 
Your webinar link will be in your emails 
48 hours before your class. Test your 
speakers before you start. You won’t be 
on video - just watching our lovely tutors.

Clay is super sticky, so do 
all of your working on a 
wooden chopping board or 
old tea towel to stop it 
sticking to your table.

If your clay is crumbling, you 
might need a TINY bit of water. 
The most common mistake is to 
add too much. Clay shouldn’t be 
sticky or slimy.  Add just a drop at 
a time with your fingertips. 



CLAY AT HOME
Easy pinch pots

Is it all going wrong?  
Don’t forget to check our  
“I stuffed it” cheat sheet for 
common problem.

7. Attach your handle with a small drop of water
on each end, and gently press it to the side of
your vessel, supporting the wall from the inside.

3. Smooth over the
join with your spoon or
wooden tool

Ta-dah! 
You made a mug! 

5. Use a skewer to cross
hatch where you want to
join your handle

3. Gently tap on a flat
surface to create your base

2. Pinch around the pot,
starting at the bottom
and working your way
around and up

1. Hold with left hand and
push straight down with
your thumb to create an
opening.

4. Use a spoon or wooden tool
with a curved tip to compress
and smooth your base

6. Roll out your handle and curve it
into shape. If it won’t hold it’s shape
you might need to leave it our for an
hour to firm up.



CLAY AT HOME
Slabs! Tip: when you’re not 

working with your extra clay, 
keep it under a damp tea 
towel.

Is it all going wrong?  
Don’t forget to check our  
“I stuffed it” cheat sheet for 
common problem.

1. Take your clay, put it
on your piece of cloth
and bash or smoosh it
into a pancake, no less
than 5mm in thickness.
Keep gently picking it
up, turning it over until
it’s even.

2. Next cut out your template, or use its
measurements and a ruler to cut out your clay
using a point, or knife. You want the joining
edges of your rectangle to be cut on an angle to
give them a larger surface area to connect with.

3. Rough up the join
with a fork, overlap,
then gently but firmly
blend together.  Be
careful not to squish
the join too thin.

5. It’s handle time. Roll out a sausage and
gently bend into shape. Score the ends of the
handle and where it will affix. Add a little water,
then firmly attach. Sometimes you might need
to use extra tiny sausages around the seam to
make sure it’s really stuck on.

4. Put your cylinder on
top of your base and
blend upwards.
Really take your time
and be thorough,
inside and out.

6. Finishing touches!
Neaten your rim, and
add a funky pattern
to your mug any way
you’d like.



17X12 CM
A BIT BIGGER 
THAN YOUR 
CYLINDER

CLAY AT HOME
slab vase 
template



A BIT BIGGER 
THAN YOUR 
CYLINDER

24X10 CM 

CLAY AT HOME
slab mug 
template



A BIT BIGGER 
THAN YOUR 
CYLINDER

30X7 CM

CLAY AT HOME
slab planter 
template



CLAY AT HOME
Bigger Coiling

Tip: when you’re not 
working with your extra clay, 
keep it under a damp tea 
towel.

Is it all going wrong?  
Don’t forget to check our  
“I stuffed it” cheat sheet for 
common problem.

1. Take 1/3-1/4 of your clay and
flatten it into a disk about 8mm
thick. Gently raise the sides,
smoothing as you go. This
creates your base.

2. Take a ping-pong ball sized peice of clay
at a time and use your thumbs to massage
it into a kofte of clay about 8mm thick.

6. Add on any extra bits, like legs, by building them,
roughing up the join, then, adding a little water, gently
but firmly blending together. You might need to add
a spagetti of clay blended into the joins to make sure
it’s secure. Remember: 4 legs will make your piece
wobble, but 3 legs will always be stable.

4. Sure up your rim by rolling a
coil of clay and attaching it to the
rim of your piece. This helps to
stop cracks forming as it dries,
and neatens up your piece.

5. If your piece is still
a little wobbly, you can
tap it using a wooden
spoon until it gets into
a shape your happy
with. Take your time.

3. Add the kofte’s of clay to the base, overlapping
by about 5mm. Smooth, don’t pinch the clay
together. smoothing, not pinching the clay together.
After each layer ensure all the seams are perfectly
joined and then leave to sure up for 30 mins-1 hour.
This will stop your piece slumping as you build up.

7. Finishing touches!
Neaten your rim, and
add a funky pattern to
your planter any way
you’d like. Dry slowly.



Clay is really tricky, and there are 100’s of ways it will try to choose 
it’s own journey. Sometimes your block of clay just does not want 
to be what you want it to be. Don’t worry. Take your time. Have fun, 
and remember you can always start again. 

BEFORE YOU START, REMEMBER THESE 
FOUR KEY PRINCIPLES
SLOW AND STEADY WINS THE RACE
Take it easy, tiger. It’s not a race. Go slowly. It’s better to get clay 
right the first time than to try and fix a mistake. 

KEEP YOUR WALLS THICK
People commonly go too thin too quickly, you don’t want to ever 
be much thinner than 5mm, or about the size of a pencil. You can 
make walls thinner, but you can’t make them fatter. 

DON’T ADD AIR
If you decide to slap a bit on the side, you have to be super careful 
not to make an air pocket. Air holds water, which expands when 
it’s heated. Clay turns hard. So if you have trapped air, all it can do 
is explode out the side of your vessel, breaking your lovely piece. 

GENTLY, SAUSAGE FINGERS! 
Clay is delicate, so support it on both sides as your work. Use the 
soft parts of your hands, like finger pads and palms. You can be 
firm, but not aggressive or pokey. If you make a hole, we can fix it, 
but it’s best avoided.  

A LITTLE WATER GOES A LONG WAY
Although it’s tempting, don’t add too much water. A couple of 
drops at a time. 

COMMON PICKLES
WATER PROBLEMS
Clay is just mud and dust held together with the surface tension of 
water. The surface tension of water is what makes clay pliable so 
we can mould it into different shapes. If there’s not enough water, 
the particles aren’t going to hold together and you’re going to get 
cracks. 

However, if you add too much water the clay particles will be too 
far away from each other, and it won’t be able to support itself. 
You’ll have a floppy mess on your hands. Clay shouldn’t be sticky 
or slippery. 

MY CLAY IS CRUMBLING 
It’s probably too dry. You might need to add a little water. Wet your 
fingertips, and work in a drop at a time. 

MY CLAY IS STICKY, AND FLOPPY
Whoops, you added too much. Wipe off a bit of the sticky, and 
leave it for a while to dry. 

MY PIECE KEEPS TURNING INTO A BOWL
If your work is splaying outwards, it’s because you’re thinning the 
walls at the top. This problem can often get worse on its own if not 
checked, as gravity will pull the clay out more and more. 

Your first step is to show your clay some love – take both your 
hands and wrap them around your piece. Interlink your finger and 
HUUUUUG. This should squeeze your clay together if it’s not too 
far gone. 

If this isn’t working, then you’re going to 
need to make a dart. A dart is where you 
cut a triangle of clay and rejoin the two 
pieces together as you did when making 
your original cylinder seam. 

PANIC! I MADE A HOLE! 
If you can see daylight through your pieces walls, there’s a good 
chance it’s not going to hold water. Take a small piece of clay and 
patch over. Blend really well.  

MY SEAM SEEMS WEAK 
The seams can be the weakest part of a vessel. If you can see a 
seam inside still, roll out a very fine sausage of clay. Insert this into 
your seam, and blend really well. Blending is smoothing the clay, 
so try not to squidge it as this will just make it thin and weak again. 

IT’S STUCK TO THE TABLE BECAUSE I FORGOT TO PUT DOWN 
A CLOTH
Ya dingus! No worries. Get a bit of dental floss and wire the clay off 
the table as close as you can. If it’s too stuck to the table you may 
need to start again. Have a look at the wedging clay link

THE CLOTH WAS CREASED AND IT’S LEFT A CREASE IN MY 
BUTT
It happens, just use your thumb or finger to smooth it over. 

IT DOESN’T LOOK HOW I WANT IT TO
Ah. Well, as we said, clay chooses the journey it takes for most 
beginners, not the other way around. Take a step back and look at 
your piece. What don’t you like about it? Not keen on the shape? 

Start at the bottom and re-shape your way up, that way your hands 
aren’t touching bits you’ve already fixed. Is it the pattern? Take the 
back of a spoon or a credit card and smooth it out. 

If it sickens you to your very core, then by all means, start again. 
See below. 

MY BUTT IS BIG!!
It happens to the best of us. It’s happening 
because you’re pressing down into your vessel 
and your clay has nowhere else to go but 
out. It’s an easy fix. Carefully place your piece 
on the offending side-of-butt, and roll it back 
and forth. This will slowly bring it back into a 
cylinder. 

MY BITS KEEP FALLING OFF
Chances are you’re not scoring and roughing up your edges 
enough, you aren’t adding water, or you’re not squidging the bits 
on firmly enough. Try again, champ! 

I PICKED IT UP BY THE HANDLE, WHICH BROKE OFF AND MY 
PIECE IS NOW ON THE FLOOR… 
Ok, don’t do this. Clay has no strength until it’s fired, so remember 
to support on the strongest part, which is usually be base. If you’ve 
dropped it you might be able to reshape, but often you’ll need 
to start again. Sorry! It will look much better second time around 
though. 

I WANT TO START AGAIN. 
That’s cool. Clay is neat in that you can start again as many times 
as you like until you fire it. You can even air dry it, decide you don’t 
like it, then reconstitute (re-wet) to start again. 

The first step is to add water and smoosh until it’s the right 
consistency. If your clay was very dry, or even completely dry, 
you’re going to need to leave it a while to suck up the water all the 
way through. 

The next step is to ‘wedge’ your clay. This a special kneading 
technique that removed air, and makes sure water is distributed 
evenly. Watch the following video which explains:  
youtube.com/watch?v=I1ra5Y2prkA

I STILL NEED HELP
You’ve watched the webinars, seen the videos, read the cheat 
sheets, and you’re still stuck. Email us at hello@claysydney.com

CLAY AT HOME
cheat sheet

I STUFFED IT! 
COMMON MISTAKES AND HOW TO FIX
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